
At 2:07 a.m. God spoke to tell me to arise and write what He said: 

1 . The financial drought is over…from today you will see the flood of finances 

that will come from your faith and your sowing. 

2. The end of your condition in your body is now…you have carried the 

oppression of illness for some conditions for a long time…today in your 

communion you will be healed. 

3. Your business was not a human experiment but from me…from today I will 

cause it to expand and prosper…you will need to hire others and to plan wisely 

to handle the increase. 

4.The wall that has held you back has now fallen flat!  The limitation that has 

frustrated you and at times has angered you is removed!  

5. There is no cage any longer. 

6. The Thief is found out and your seven-fold restoration is declared from 

today! What brought such dismay and sorrow and loss will turn from today 

into some wild dancing and joy! 

7. Your promotion which was withheld is now yours for the taking!  Don’t be 

suspicious of it because it marks the beginning of several more promotions! 

8. The loved ones who have wandered in pain and deception and brokenness 

are returning to Me and to family from today!  Here they come! Receive them 

as the Prodigal was received…with love, honour and blessing not reluctance or 

hesitation! 

9.You are freed to speak with boldness to friends, neighbours and workmates 

the testimonies and to boast about your God – from today they will hear 

where they have seemed disinterested in days gone by! 

10. You will have from today some difficulty in explaining the increase and 

supernatural deliverance that comes to your life because it is so out-of-the-

ordinary!  Nevertheless, be faithful to tell it!  I will cause it to  penetrate 

beyond the mind of logic! 

11. You will discover a new level of laughter from today as you rejoice in your 

breakthroughs and blessings!  The medicine of Heaven will heal you deeply 

where the scars and wounds of failure and betrayal have given you heavy feet!  

Laughing and dancing is your portion! Don’t miss this particular visitation to 

your life!  Change beyond what you realise is coming today to your soul life! 



12. From today you will see how the Father’s hand of blessing can turn what 

has been against you into what is in your favour!   

13. From today keys…yes, keys, plural are given to you…keys of ownership, 

keys of access, and keys of acceptance to new levels that have belonged to you 

that you did not know…they will be brought to you! You will boast in the 

favour and others will be jealous and take interest in the God who has made all 

keys! 

14. The educational opportunity you have sought will open to you from today 

but it will only be a step released by Me to take you to a place of influence for 

Me and enable your financial and spiritual success and influence to testify of 

Me! 

15. The desert wind of poverty has blown but from today the rains of 

refreshing and the supernatural harvest fall upon you…a new era of increase 

and prosperity will shock and amaze your natural mind but give you 

opportunity to boast about your God!  Even your neighbours will wonder how 

you seem to have what you didn’t have before! 

16. Debt from today is cancelled! Debt belongs to Egypt not my people!  The 

‘handwritings of ordinances against you’ are being destroyed, removed, and 

are disappearing inexplicably.  You will no longer live in Debt-Land! 

 


